
Our company is hiring for an analyst actuarial. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for analyst actuarial

Perform pricing and experience analyses, including communication of
indications to business units and assessment of loss reduction options and/or
state rate filings where applicable
Prepare special reports, data compilations, analysis of company and industry
experience, other ad hoc analysis requests
Actuarial assistance to the development of new products and premium rates
the risk profile analysis
Conduct rate indication / profitability study by business segment (State
group, Line of Business, Products) for a $1 Billion book of primary commercial
lines business (Auto, GL, Property, ) to identify pockets of profitable growth
opportunities in the local insurance market and the areas requiring
remediation
Participate in monthly/quarterly product monitoring to identify issues and
opportunities within the various classes and regions and assist in the
development of actions plans
Communicate results of pricing analyses to the various audiences including
underwriting and senior management
Support and analyze activities related to the Direct Pay, Local Group and
National Accounts Market Segment and all lines of business
Increase knowledge of actuarial and insurance theory & practice, progressing
to the FSA designation
Rate analysis and development
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Qualifications for analyst actuarial

Bachelors or Master’s degree in actuarial science, mathematics, statistics,
finance or any other major with significant quantitative course work with a
minimum overall GPA of 3.0
Successful completion of actuarial exams highly preferred
Financial modelling experience (knowledge of Moses or Prophet would be
advantageous) and a good understanding of life insurance products,
regulations and reporting requirements
Those who proactively take initiative and are able to identify and solve
challenging problems in a logical, systematic way
A dedication to work to achieve the highest quality standards whilst working
both independently and on client teams, in a fast-paced environment
Availability to travel on an as needed basis, domestically and internationally


